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Robert Witt graduated in 2005 at the art academy in Kampen (NL) where he started
cutting up short sound fragments and using them in installations. After that Robert started
with live performances in which he manipulates live input. The input source varies from
knitting grannies to food consumption to sounds emitted by 'ordinary' surroundings. Robert
samples just about anything he finds interesting. All this gets fused together in sound
collages where the samples become short manipulated fragments. Recognition and
wonder are key elements here.

Midazolam feels slightly darker than SSRI, Robert Witt’s debut release. But it can easily
be more addictive. Crisp, detailed sounds embedded in a warm, ambient bath of bass,
soothing and ominous at the same time. I guess the title kind of says it all…

Midazolam is split in two parts. Tracks 1-7 (esc.rec.22) are available as a free download.
Tracks 8-13 (esc.rec.23) are released as a cd-r. The two Midazolam releases fit very well
together, but aren’t just ‘more of the same’. The most obvious difference is the absence of
beats in tracks 1-7. 

This music is released with a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA license.
You'll find more info through www.escrec.com/category/escrec22

Free download!

Hope you enjoyed this free download as well as I did. If you do, please consider thanking
or even supporting the artist(s) and label who made this free release possible. I'm sure
you'll find an appropriate way to do this when you visit www.escrec.com

Subscription?

If you (like me) enjoy physical releases with well designed artwork even better than digital
downloads, you might try the more daring approach of ordering music: the esc.rec.
subscription. For only 50 euro the first 7 physical releases after receiving your payment
are automatically yours! We will send them to you as soon as they come out. This is not
only an adventurous way of buying music, it is also a really good deal... 
www.escrec.com/subscription

       All the best,
Harco Rutgers
www.escrec.com


